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The Skills Tool Kit is based on
you having a good
Basic Navigation Routine
to build on. It is discussed in
more detail on Better
Orienteering.

This Basic Navigation Routine is
available as a separate
download on
Better Orienteering

Keep reading to the next page
for the Skills Tool Kit
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Better Orienteering

Skills Tool Kit
Basic Intermediate Advanced
Once you have a good Basic Navigation Routine (see separate summary), you
can use a Tool Kit of skills and apply them flexibly as needed. These skills
interact with each other and operate at all levels of orienteering from Basic to
Advanced with varying levels of complexity.

Attack Point
Aim to a firm feature you can be sure of finding
then navigate more carefully to the control
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Head to fence,
follow to the saddle
where the path turns west
for firm Attack Point
then head south west
along spur
The Attack Point is
confirmed by the fence,
the path turning and the
saddle contour shape

part of Summerhouse Knott
copyright Warrior OC 2019
map by
martinbagness@aol.com
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Hand rail
Follow a linear feature to move quickly towards the next control

A - Basic e.g. follow a path or stream
B - Advanced e.g. follow a distinct contour shape
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Simple Hand Rail:
Follow paths
Attack point is where
re-entrant goes up to
the right
Route on
ground
The easiest courses
allow you join up
Hand Rails as your
route
part of Summerhouse Knott
copyright Warrior OC 2019
map by
martinbagness@aol.com
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Advanced Hand Rail
The contour features can be used as a Hand Rail to complete most of the leg
Head north following up small re-entrant to saddle
By staying within the re-entrant shape it can be followed up to the top of the hill
the only detail that matters is following the re-entrant and the top of the hill

part of Summerhouse Knott
copyright Warrior OC 2019
map by
martinbagness@aol.com

descend on Rough Bearing
the path junction will be seen to the left,
cross path follow re-entrant as Hand Rail to where it levels to marsh
onto small hill to control
The exact line on the ground down re-entrant will not matter because the flat ground
with a marsh splits either side of the low hill with the control on it
betterorienteering.org
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Aiming off
Aim off deliberately to one side of an Attack Point
or Control or Catching Feature
then you know which way to turn
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?
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Aim Off to path,
turn right. Follow
stream to where
the wall and stream
cross the path as
Attack Point.
Then head SW
parallel to the stream
and under the small
spur to crag.
Going straight
it would be easy to be
very uncertain of your
location and not
have a firm Attack Point
Aiming Off allows
certainty in finding firm
features
Potential route on
the ground
part of Skelghyll Woods
copyright Warrior OC 2018
map by
martinbagness@aol.com
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Catching feature
Simplify the level of detail you are reading and move quickly to a firm feature
Use Rough Compass to give direction
Note features on route but relocate on the catching feature.
Then more careful navigation to the Attack Point or control
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Combine Aiming Off
with moving quickly
to path which acts as
Catching Feature

Path bend beneath
crag gives
Attack Point
Your route on the
ground will not be a
straight line

part of Esthwaite Intake
Copyright Warrior OC
Map by
martinbagness@aol.com
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Corridor
Instead of following a series of linear features as hand rails to get close to the control
identify a corridor of features to move through
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Visualize notable features – go from 2D to 3D
See a terrain map in your mind
Use notable features to turn the 2D
features above into a
3D visualization
12
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Remember - You don’t need to put it all in words
Move through your visualisation with confidence
e.g.
Rough compass out of control
Cross path
Right of lake
Behind thick forest vegetation boundary
Below small hill, past ruined building
To stone wall
Control
betterorienteering.org
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Relocation - Intermediate Relocation
Relocation happens at small and larger scales
Unsure of where you are? Stop. Relocate straight
away
Orientate map
How big a circle of uncertainty are you in?
The sooner you relocate, the smaller the circle
Look for large notable features
Still uncertain?
Don’t just stand still or go in circles
Move out to a firm feature
Come back in with certainty

?

Parallel error ?

180 degree error ?
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Drift ?

Short on
Distance ?

In this example the leg is contained
within field boundaries

= how certain you are of
your exact location

?

?
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Unsure? Move out to
firm feature

Find control

Advanced Relocation - more complex courses and longer legs
If you are unsure exactly where you are, do you know where you are going?
Will you be able to pick up a more accurate location as you move on through the
terrain? Are you on line to a more certain feature that will locate you?
Near to control needs greater certainty
Or, has the map stopped matching the ground too much and you need to relocate
now? Relocation can even be a deliberate part of a route choice
betterorienteering.org
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The following schematic diagram, Route choice and executing a leg, captures a lot
of the thought processes in navigating a leg. It combines strategies to employ
such as identifying an Attack Point and Corridor to move through, with a series of
processes you need to undertake throughout the leg.
The purple circles are indicative of a sense of the level of certainty you will need
of your exact location at varying points through a leg – in the same way that a
circle on a smartphone or GPS changes size depending on how certain it is of your
location.
With Route Choice option A, following a Hand Rail, the purple circles are small
indicating that you could know with a high degree of certainty where you are
when on a path.
With Route Choice option B, moving through a Corridor of features you might
have less certainty of your exact location but be confident of where you are
going, heading for a Catching Feature and the circle placing you is larger.
The permutations of skills and processes for different legs are endless, so you will
need to follow a Basic Navigation Routine and then flexibly draw from a Tool Kit
of Skills as needed on route.
The orange, green and red runner symbols remind you to consider the
appropriate speed for different parts of a leg and the navigation challenges they
present and to think of the leg in sections – red= slow, orange = moderate speed,
green = faster. Remember some legs are best taken slowly all the way between
controls. Some other legs allow a section of much faster progress.
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Route choice and executing a leg
Strategies

Processes

1

Exiting control

Orientate map

Plan – Attack Point
then route

Rough Compass
Read description

Route to Attack
Point

Option B

Option A
Visible features
Corridor or
hand rail ?

Simplify
Move quickly
Visualize
notable features
Plan ahead
plan control exit

Catching feature ?

Re-focus on detail

Attack Point
Slow down

Finding control

Accurate compass
Fine navigation

= how certain of
exact location

Check control
description
Punch control

2
betterorienteering.org

Control flow –
exit smoothly
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In addition to understanding the skills in this Tool Kit it can be helpful to have a range of
strategies to help you use the skills in practice. See Better Orienteering for more discussion of
skills and strategies including more Advanced Skills and Strategies.
betterorienteering.org
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